BIG RED NIGHT
1. BREAKING THE MELD
Falling
I wandered into shadows of the table
Just time
You met her in another kind of living
So deep
Your satisfaction is a nothing rainbow
For me
In reservations for another table
Falling
Another dire hour finds me crashing
Just see
The light that shines down from another memory
For sin
You find another wretched man is standing
Cold fears
Another indigestion is a memory

2. CORNERSHOP STRIP
Shadows creep
All along the river’s angry ridge
Beast of prey
Falls into the deeper well of emptiness
My own day
Lengthens into meanings of a darkened way
Please release
From the shackles of the prison’s carrion
Tempest rise
Blacker clouds are rising from the hooded land
Driving rain
Down inside the corridors of empty walls
Sinister
Faces in the corners of a weather hall
Laughing voice
Inching from the lips of any passing face

3. DID YOU CALL
All in time you’ll see
All is all the way up
All in time you’ll be
All in time you’ll wake up
Finish what you are
Simple if the way go
All in time you’ll feel
Nothing from the daybreak
All is what you’ll be
Find another finish
Hollow like a freeze
In a desperate sail
All is making moves
Simple as a problem
Catch another day
Institute or fail
Shame is just a lonely way
Shadows are not a final thing
Rolling enough on a lonely time
Isolation of concrete beds
Simple suffering
Does not make the wind go
Every minute mends
‘Til the clock has stopped now
All is but a lark
Into reach of lovers
All is just a ruse
Justice has no patience
Shame is just a lonely way
Shadows are not a final thing
Rolling enough on a lonely time
Isolation of concrete beds

4. GESTATE THE BREAD
Reach out
Falling
Freezing
Hurting
You are the light of weight on soul
You are the problem on again
You are the one who’s leaving me
You find the ever cheaper life
You go along with bastard aim
You are the failing of the sea
Go down the hole like rabbit brer
I see the world that you can’t do
I always know that you are leaving
Reach out
Falling
Freezing
Hurting

5. IN TIME CAREENING
We’re coming to a waste
A calling of the nations
Falling to his grace
And see another patience
Nothing else will do
Coming off the graders
Pacify is you
We’ll see it every station
Cradle rocks another world is able to be inside
Cradle rocks another world another world is deepening
Save yourself another day is ever black and creeping
Can you see another night is growing long and deepening
We’ve come so far in taste
A sinister complexion
A hollow dream today
A simple insurrection
A climate isn’t right
To fortune of a massive
A meteor in flight
Extends the distant have beens
Cradle rocks another world is able to be inside
Cradle rocks another world another world is deepening
Save yourself another day is ever black and creeping
Can you see another night is growing long and deepening

6. KAROB
You don’t want to see it in the commissary wings
You don’t want to have it any time
Find another wisdom in a pair of shiny things
Can you find it thinner in the mind
Appaloosa horses didn’t figure in your plan
Feathers falling off a sticky line
You don’t even sing it when the words are whipping free
Sadness isn’t just a state of mind
Don’t want nostalgia
Begin you to loosen
The grip of indulgence
Depression into it is fine
Blow away the summer scent
Cold is down from heights above
Is there only just one way
Finding sadness in your love
Sinister examined every move that I may make
Trusting every vision that you see
Fallacies of irony in step with every look
Danger isn’t left with you and me
Plagiarism enters every conversation had
Knocking on the doors of chivalry
Grab a sense of nuisance from the shelf of memory
Slap it in the face of those who see
Don’t want nostalgia
Begin you to loosen
The grip of indulgence
Depression into it is fine
Blow away the summer scent
Cold is down from heights above
Is there only just one way
Finding sadness in your love

7. LASTING
You will take it down the strange
I will listen on another wave
You will see it on the rise
All above the tiny ripple waves
All the world is calling me
You will see it covered in the sky
Seventeen is not the same
Everyone is not the same as I
Feel it in the rain, carry in the wind
Feel it in the window, feel it in the window
Piling up you see, as I get down on my knees
You can feel it in the window, feel it in the window
Falling down the hall, it never takes it all
And you see it in the window, see it in the window
Coming down to me, all the reasons to believe
You hear it in the window, hear it from the window
Hear it in the conversation noise
Fascination with a page
Taken from a book of incidents
Cannot leave it in the rain
Waterlogged it like a criminal
Satisfaction hasn’t been
Doesn’t seem to be that practical
Smell the silence of the wind
Rising from the nimbus tropical
Feel it in the rain, carry in the wind
Feel it in the window, feel it in the window
Piling up you see, as I get down on my knees
You can feel it in the window, feel it in the window
Falling down the hall, it never takes it all
And you see it in the window, see it in the window
Coming down to me, all the reasons to believe
You hear it in the window, hear it from the window
Hear it in the conversation noise

8. MAGIC GLASS
Seek a licking
To save long time
Shimmering now
Falsify it
In a vacuum
Shimmering now
I don’t want to list this now
I don’t want to live in pain
You don’t know what mind is here
You don’t know what mind is hate
Find a reason
For your actions
On a crisis
Crazy temptor
Stick a knife in
Turn it sideways
You don’t want to face the world
You don’t think of times ahead
I don’t want to be that one
I don’t want to fall into

9. MANGROVES
For lean on the road
For lean on the river send you
For lean on the road
For lean on the river send you
Going away gonna have a have a safe night
Sitting here alone and getting in a fist fight
Charging up the ramp in an idiotic blood call
Shaking in a charge of a paraplegic mantle
Counting up the days to a nothing missing action
Added up the numbers and a missing stranger homeland
For lean on the road
For lean on the river send you
For lean on the road
For lean on the river send you
Find another way just to have a simple blessing
Down there to pray just to satisfy a wish list
In every God is a superstitious minstrel
Got me a God with a telepathic whistle
Waiting for the end of the jalapeno blister
Falling for the light in a shiny amber minute

10. SLIPPERY TIME
With daring eyes in the manger
With feeling hands come untrue
With firelight comes the danger
We’re falling now into blue
My fatal ring isn’t calling
My walls are now on the crest
For memories are all fallen
Anticipate for the test
A rising of simple swelling
According to tales unseen
A bestial eye is unsettling
To fortunate haven’t been
Collapsing now seems to feel
The grain is gone far away
A sense of time to congeal
The darkness comes here to stay

11. TERRIFIC
Falling down the season’s way
Calling out another day
Falling down the mess revealed
Coming round to set the tales
All in chains of mystery
Give it up for being free
There is hope in life you see
Coming down, in like a bold disease
The weight of happy take
The thigh of mystery tapes
Real summer’s end
Can’t explain the end
The walls of liberty
The same shallow men
A wretch in river sings
The day of rivalry

12. VIEW OF THE SPIRIT
Go and roll around a very lonely lonely soul
Sleeping on a simple side of dying yellow days
Growing with the hammerhead of sacrificial bread
You say you return the early bitter morning haze
Rolling with a whimper and you call it in the night
A cantilever raises bellows in the heaven mode of heaven dying
The white house
With symmetry
The white house
With mystery
Rolling times I feel a certain peace
Of nothing in the way of have another day
Killing time upon another space
You feel it in the wind you feel it in your face
Different ways to come upon a man
Who’s going in his face who’s suffered all the lamb
Get along and find your way my friend
You’ll see a different path you’ll see a different end
The white house
With symmetry
The white house
With mystery
The white house
With history

